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Double has a handle-like
top that nods to the idea
of being able to move light
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Pendants
1 Double
Seamlessly combining two materials to create a
3

continuous form, Double by Italy’s LCM Marin design
studio casts illumination through both its hand-blown
glass globe and a metal ring at its base to create a
unique play of light and shadow.
Materials Metal, hand-blown glass in ﬁve colours
Dimensions As shown from left, 30.5 H × 44.2 W,
36.5 H × 35 W and 52.4 H × 35.7 W

Manufacturer Brokis, brokis.cz

2 Lobe
Composed of three irregularly shaped and offset
segments with delineating chamfered edges, Lobe by
Canadian designer Lukas Peet conveys an engaging
and varying perspective depending on how it’s viewed.
Materials Anodized aluminum in two colours
Dimensions 22.5 H × 11.7 W
Manufacturer ANDlight, andlight.ca
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3 Coil Seagrass

Find additional lighting sources at
azuremagazine.com/spec-sheets

Made from near-shore plastic waste — ﬁshing nets,
trawls and ropes — teardrop-shaped Coil Seagrass
(a collaboration with Oceanworks) has a richly textured
ﬁnish and brilliant emerald green hue and recycles
up to one pound of plastic per 3D-printed ﬁxture.
Materials Recyclable polypropylene
Dimensions 40.6 H × 19 W
Manufacturer LightArt, lightart.com
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4 Hidden Light
This regal ﬁxture’s unique reticulated surface is
achieved by blowing glass into a special metal cage.
Crafted by Prague-based designers Jan Plecháč and
Henry Wielgus, Hidden Light commands as much
attention when it is off as when it is on.
Materials Metal, hand-blown glass
Dimensions 44.9 H × 36 W
Manufacturer Lasvit, lasvit.com

5 Tonda
Milan-based Ferruccio Laviani toys with barycentre,
balance and the force of gravity in Tonda. Evoking
the radical design of the 1970s, the lamp suspends its
spherical diffuser within a sinuous metal structure.
Materials Blown glass, metal in two colours
Dimensions 49.8 H × 24.8 W and 61 H × 32.8 W
Manufacturer Foscarini, foscarini.com

6 Forked
A modular lighting series, Forked is composed of
smoked or opal globes and metal shades that can be
mixed and matched to create direct or ambient illumination; linear knurling on the cuff adds a touch of texture.
Materials Hand-spun metal in steel, burnt steel
(shown), brass or gunmetal; hand-blown glass
Dimensions 15 H × 25 W and 20.5 H × 34 W
Manufacturer Buster + Punch, busterandpunch.com

7 Spero
The minimalist yet detailed Spero pendant suspends a
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simple cylindrical shade from a reﬁned leather strap with
pronounced metal accents. Its solid body casts light
down to control illumination without any ambient glare.
Materials Metal, leather; in four standard combinations
7

ALL DIMENSIONS PROVIDED ARE IN
CENTIMETRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

Dimensions 27.9 H × 7.6 W
Manufacturer Cerno, cernogroup.com
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